
The Glen Lake Association, Inc., is a non-profit organization dedicated to the protection, preservation and continued improvement of the beautiful Glen Lake area. 
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of water samples, transportation of water 
samples to Cadillac for analysis, and ensuring 
that the GLA’s work boat activity is both safe 
and carried out in an optimal manner.

GLA is thankful for donors like Dr. Richard 
(Dick) Schilling, who had been such a cheerful 
and consistent financial supporter of the 
Association. His financial contributions both 
while living, and upon his passing, have helped 
secure the GLA’s financial stability well into the 
future. His dedication and superb generosity 
have set a high bar for the rest of us. 

We’re also grateful for members like Dr. Jerome 
Wiater and his family. As owners of the Hatlem 
Pond, their cooperation and support made the 
needed maintenance dredge of the pond possible. 
The Wiater family authorized construction of a 
large, temporary retention pond on their land, 
which became the new home for the sediment 
spoils removed from Hatlem Pond. Thanks to 
Dr. Wiater and all those who contributed to 
the success of the project, the pond is once 
again trapping excess sediment (muck), greatly 
reducing sediment transport into Glen Lake.  

We at the GLA are eternally grateful for all your 
contributions large and small! I am grateful for 
the opportunity to serve you as your Association 
president and look forward to what our combined 
efforts will bring forth in the upcoming year. 

It’s All About the Water!
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Membership Update

(Whew!)

Winter is often a time for reflection. 
We look back in order to move 
forward. In doing so, I am reminded 
of the many and often unsung 
contributions that have made – and 
no doubt will continue to make – 
the Glen Lake Association mission 
a success. Here are just a few of 
those valuable contributions.

We are thankful for Business Plus Members like 
Glen Craft Marina and Glen Lake Marine.  Glen 
Craft generously donates a boat slip and winter 
storage for our research vessel each year. Having 
a slip at the marina saves the GLA time and money 
by having our boat readily accessible for the wide 
variety of water quality monitoring initiatives in the 
spring, summer and fall. In addition, Glen Craft gives 
us priority status for any needed boat repairs. Let’s 
not forget about our educational Discovery Boat 
cruises, made possible in part through the usage of 
Glen Craft facilities and boats.   And many thanks 
to Glen Lake Marine which places navigational 
buoys around the lake at key locations each spring 
and removes them each fall, free of charge.

We’re always thankful for all our volunteers, 
especially volunteers like Bruce Litchliter, 
who over the past 20 years has served in 
countless rolls, tirelessly giving of his time in 
support of our programs.  Without Bruce, our 
Cooperative Lakes Monitoring program would 
lack leadership in coordinating collection 
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New Technologies Help 
Monitor Our Watershed

Have you ever thought about how important 
it is to really “know” about our Glen Lake/
Crystal River Watershed?  Is there a connection 
between “knowing our watershed” and being 
able to prevent problems from occurring and/
or protect it from premature aging?

There are now new ways to monitor watershed 
conditions and Glen Lake Association is poised to 
make “knowing our watershed” even more powerful, 
largely through the use of a molecular analysis 
of our water.  Thanks to longtime partner of the 
GLA Ron Reimink, owner of Freshwater Solutions, 
LLC, and his team of scientists from the University 
of Alberta, Glen Lake Association is able to learn 
more about the surface water in our watershed 
to the extent that it can help us with detecting 
septic issues and help fight Swimmer’s Itch.  

With regard to septic systems around our shoreline, 
it is possible for a failing septic system to pollute the 
water with excess nutrients and harmful pathogens 
like E.coli.  With the use of a relatively new tool, 
namely, qPCR (quantitative polymerase chain 
reaction), we now have the capability to detect these 
septic systems by tracking a bacteria that can only 
come from the human gut and can be found in human 
sewage.  This past summer, we collected hundreds 
of water samples around the shorelines of Big and 
Little Glen to see if, by analyzing a water sample 
using the qPCR technology, we could determine the 
presence or absence of the human bacteria.  As it 
turned out, the qPCR method did detect the human 
bacteria in the water samples from several locations.  

Further studies will be needed to help pin point 
the sources of the septic pollution and to calibrate 
the results in order to determine severity.  The 
GLA has budgeted funds to continue this work 
in 2019 in order to “validate” and bring more 
understanding to our 2018 summer results. 
These findings are a clear reminder of the need 
to have your septic system regularly inspected 
to determine if pumping or repairs are needed 
to prevent unknowingly polluting our waters.

With respect to “knowing more about Swimmer’s 
Itch (SI)”, qPCR technology has made it possible 
to understand so much more about SI than ever 
before.  Not only do we have the ability to count 
worms in the water as we monitor SI severity, we 
also have a metric for SI reduction as we trap and 
relocate common mergansers. Most importantly, we 
now have for the first time in the history of battling 
SI, the ability to species differentiate “worms in the 
water”.  This is important to know because there 
are several species of worms that can cause SI in 
Glen Lake.  For decades, we could not differentiate 
species and therefore have assumed that only 
one worm species was causing most of the SI 
in Glen Lake.  It now appears that more species 
of itch causing worms may be playing out in our 
lakes in proportions that make controlling SI more 
problematic.  Furthermore, the migration of different 
duck species that can spread SI will come into 
better focus in the coming year as we continue to 
evaluate more water samples over a longer portion 
of the SI season. This new information is very 
exciting and paired with more data in 2019 should 
give a more accurate picture of the ways in which 
our current control measures are effective or not.

Finally, you have heard me talk about our 2017 
shoreline survey using aerial drone technology.  The 
2017 video footage of this project keeps on giving!  
Our latest efforts to provide baseline data on “beach 
sanding” and the use of “rip rap” is being established.  
Artificial beach sanding is a practice that leaves a 
shoreline vulnerable to erosion and over time, will 
adversely affect water quality. And using rip rap to 
“harden” a shoreline may be overkill.  Alternatively 
and often with less expense and a more aesthetic 
result, by using “coir logs” and natural plantings, 
you can achieve erosion control and keep sediment 
and excess nutrients from entering the water and 
contributing to undesirable algal growth in the lake.  
As a result of spreading the word on alternatives 
and their effectiveness, it is our hope that future 
shoreline surveys will show no new beach sanding, 
less rip rap, less erosion and a healthier lake.

Hope you’re enjoying your winter months and I look 
forward to seeing you on the water this summer.

Rob Karner
Watershed Biologist

Karner’s Korner
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Now that our 2018 summer season is past and our Water Quality and Invasive Species Committee volunteers are 
done with their field sampling and survey activities, it’s time to recall what a fantastic service they provide and 
show them some appreciation and recognition.

In cooperation with the committed service provided by our elected board 
members and contract employees, all of our committee volunteers play 
a major part in what makes our Association one of the most effective and 
respected in Michigan.

Volunteer involvement in watershed protection and community 
information/education activities is a huge part of how we have been so 
successful in fulfilling our mission.

Many of our members have stepped up and given their time to 
protect and maintain our precious resource.  Over the past few years, 
for instance, our Water Quality Committee members have annually 
numbered over 20. Our water quality programs involving our watershed biologist Rob Karner and our 
water quality volunteers comprise some of the most comprehensive of any lake Association in the state.

As part of GLA’s membership in the Michigan Lake Stewardship Associations (MLSA) our volunteers 
participate in the Cooperative Lakes Monitoring Program (CLMP) run by MiCorps.  Volunteer CLMP activities 
involve measuring water clarity using a Secchi disk and sampling water chemistry parameters in our four 
watershed lakes.  From the time ice is out in the early spring to mid-September they monitor the health of 
our waters by tracking these important quality parameters to keep check on the health of our watershed 
lakes.  Volunteers from this committee also conduct annual aquatic invasive plant surveys. They cruise 
our waters raking underwater plant beds to determine if any invasives have crept through our Boat Wash 
Operation or past our road end warning signs/brochures that direct water craft launchers to wash their boats 
or use the Boat Wash.  When found, invasive plants can be quickly removed as has been done in the past.  
Eradication needs to be done and  the sooner the better. Not only is this easier before plants spread, but it is 
a less expensive response.  Our mantra…….. “Prevention first, otherwise Early Detection, Rapid Response”

Bill Meserve and Cal Killen monitor water quality parameters for Big Glen, John and Barb Lund for Little Glen, 
Andy DuPont for Big Fisher, and Tim Westbay for Brooks Lake.  Andy DuPont, Committee Chair, serves together 
with Bruce Lichliter to coordinate monitoring.

Our Mission:
The Glen Lake Association 

is dedicated to the 
protection, preservation 

and improvement of 
the Glen Lake-Crystal 

River Watershed.

Cal Killen preparing to collect a 
Chlorophyll A sample in Big Glen

Andy DuPont sampling Chlorophyll A 
in Big Fisher Lake

Bill Meserve checking his plant 
key to verify the ID of an aquatic 

plant collected on Big Glen

continued...

  A Tribute to Our Dedicated Glen 
Lake Association Volunteers
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John and Barb Lund (with 
Sarah Litch) checking for 

invasive species in Big Glen

Ron Becker is Chair of the Boat Wash and coordinates operations 
at the DNR boat launch on Day Forest Road.  This operation helps 
protect our waters from being invaded by either plant or animal 
invasive species by power washing boats and trailers with hot 
water and by education….literature handouts and by example.  
Bruce Lichliter helps repair and keep equipment running at that 
operation.

During the annual M22 Challenge, where one leg of the race 
entails a paddle on Little Glen, Ron and Jane Becker, Ann 
Davey, Bill Meserve, Mike Litch, and Bruce all assisted by 
either interviewing competitors in advance to assure kayaks 
are clean or by helping to get them washed at the boat wash.

The Water Quality Committee would welcome new members 
who could assist in our water monitoring activities, as back up 
monitors or for other support tasks.  We want to reach out to all 
GLA members and invite them to share in these wonderful, fulfilling experiences.  There’s nothing like getting 
out there on the water, being part of nature, and keeping your finger on the pulse on our “Living Waters”.  The 
effects of our activities have certainly enhanced our appreciation of the gift we have been given in this place.

Call our Water Quality Committee Chair, Andy DuPont, 231-334-3916, to get involved. “It’s all about the water”!

The Water Quality Committee, featured in this tribute, is only one of fourteen active volunteer committees that 
effectively serve our organization.  There are so many ways to get involved and share your time and talents with 
the GLA.  Here is a short wish list to inspire you. 

 1. Data miner for Water Quality

 2. Image Bank creator/manager

 3. Historian Project for 75th Anniversary

 4. Stream Sampling of aquatic macroinvertebrates

 5. Membership record management and new member recruitment

 6. Digitize well and septic records in our watershed

 7. Identify grant and other funding opportunities for special projects

 8. Invasive “Koi” Patrol Squad

 9. Yellow Iris monitoring 

 10. Become a Guardian Ambassador.  

Contact Tricia Denton at 231-313-0359 with your volunteer ideas or visit glenlakeassociation.org for more 
information on volunteer opportunities and committees.

Bruce Lichliter inspecting boat spray 
equipment at the GLA Boat Wash

Elaine and Roy Pentilla gearing up to 
start invasive aquatic plant survey

John Lund with his Secchi 
disk checking the water 

clarity in Little Glen

a Tribute to our Volunteers, continued...

Don’t all these photos make you long for summer???
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The Water Level Committee consists of 20 volunteers who watch over the lake level and river flow rate 
throughout the year.  The chart below shows our court approved lake level target and the actual lake 
level.  You can see that rain and snow events often run the lake well over the target.  And the level drop 
in July and August is typical of the summer drought until the rains start in September.  The blue line is 
created by instrumentation beside the narrows bridge, sent by modem to our lake level server.

The chart above shows the flow rate of the Crystal River.  Notice that when the lake is high, we adjust 
the dam so that river flow is high and when the lake is low we make the river flow as low as we are 
allowed.  Clearly dam adjustments often cannot overcome nature’s forces of evaporation, rain, and 
underground seepage to Lake Michigan.  Our weekly captains made 32 dam adjustments during the 
past year.  Admittedly some of these were quite small as more techy guys tried to hold the flow just 
above the minimum court allowed flow.

continued...

  Water Level Committee 2018 Report
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Water Level Report, continued...

And speaking of techy, we have added new instrumentation at culvert #3.  Culvert #3 is the second 
set of culverts east of M-22 on CR 675.  Those culverts tend to have blockage due to ice in winter or 
beaver chew branches anytime.  So we installed water level instrumentation on both sides of the road 
so water level coming in to and out of the culvert is measured.  The technology used was about a tenth 
of the cost of our gauge stations at the narrows and at the dam.
The chart below shows the river levels.  On January 1 we picked up a day long blockage of the culvert 
due to that heavy 6 inch snow on New Year’s Eve.  The level rose ¾ foot (9 inches) in front of the 
culvert over 11 hours and cleared itself out a day later.  Next year this system will be smart enough to 
warn the WLC that a blockage is occurring so we can take action if necessary.  Thanks to Cal Killen for 
developing this technology.

Dale DeJager standing on Culvert #3 
overlooking the transducer installation

Dale and Cal Killen installing the data box at culvert
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Michigan Shoreland Stewardship 
Program Survey Respondents        
 (now 1st in the State!)

89

pieces of Guardian educational and promotional 
materials distributed (Not including wide variety 
of free BMP educational materials obtained 
from sources outside the GLA and used to 
supplement GLA produced information)

2,438

New Shoreland Surveys 
since May 2018 
Guardian relaunch 

29

2018 Year End Report
         By the Numbers

33%  increase in Shoreland Surveys
445 People participating in 

Guardian Pledges

128Guardian Pledgers since May 2018 
relaunch, 87 New, 41 Renewals

29% Increase in Guardian Pledges

75 events (Presentations, Trainings 
and Promotional Opportunities)

45 meetings (GLA BOD & committees, 
community partners)

   6 Riparian/Shorelander 
consultations/home visits

2,439 webpage views/ 759 unique 
page views/ (3rd most 
views on GLA website)

200+  Guardian “Thank You”s mailed

16 eBlasts/Newsletter/Facebook posts

67% average open rate for eBlasts 
(triple the national average 
for “good” open rates)

Thank you to all our 2018 Glen Lake Guardians.  Whether you took the “Guardian Pledge”, 
completed the online Michigan Shoreland Stewardship Survey,  participated in a Discovery Boat 
Cruise or Guardian Ambassador educational presentation, your added commitment to preserve, 

protect and improve our Watershed is commendable!   Check out our impressive outreach 
statistics from 2018.  Help us grow and expand our stewardship efforts even more in 2019! Contact 

Tricia Denton at 231-313-0359 or email glenlakeguadians@gmail.com for more information.

100% Board Participation
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Our 2018 total count of 3,747 boats through the launch shows our increasing upward trend 
of activity over the last 10 years. We had 323 more boats than last year. This number does 
not include the 630 Kayaks we checked for the M22 Challenge. The 2018 count is almost 
1,000 more boats than 10 years ago. Our priority is to watch for Aquatic Invasives that 
can slyly enter the Glen Lakes.  This past summer we found 22 aquatic plants on either 
boat trailers, props, the boats themselves or fishing lines. Of these 22 found hitchhikers, 
9 were Eurasian Watermilfoil – truly a menace if it makes its way into our lakes. Mostly 
these traveled from local northern Michigan lakes including Lake Leelanau, Torch Lake, 
Spider Lake, Upper Herring Lake, Long Lake and Big Star Lake. This information is a 
great tool for you, especially if you travel with your boat to any of these lakes. You can 
pay close attention checking for hitchhikers on your boat and trailer before putting it 
back in Big or Little Glen.  The remaining 13 plants found were non-invasive plants.

Our staff of usually 5 employees works from Memorial Day through the end of 
October putting in around 2,200 hours of Invasive Lookout. There are hundreds of 
riparian’s boats that are put in and taken out by local marinas every year. If your boat 
is put in by a marina, and you haven’t been to the launch in some time, we invite 
you to drop by anytime during our working hours, 6am to 7pm, and get the newest 
information from staff on handouts that are current and relative to your lake.

2018 Boat Launch Review

In December 2018, the board of directors voted unanimously to name Bruce Lichliter an Honorary 
Member as permitted by our By-Laws. Honorary Members are those who have a life-long record of 
sustained volunteer efforts on behalf of the Glen Lake Association. 
No one is more of an example of a dedicated volunteer for the GLA than Bruce. For many years Bruce 
has served the Water Quality Committee involved in many of the activities designed to monitor and 
track the quality of the water in our lakes. Over the years Bruce has spent countless hours in his boat 
taking water samples and measuring water clarity with the Secchi disk. After collecting the samples he 
does the paperwork, stores the samples in his freezer, ensures the data is entered into the database 
(though we have heard he goes to great lengths to avoid the computer!)  and even drives the samples 
to Cadillac for analysis. He also assists with the coordination of water quality monitoring activities.
Even more remarkable is Bruce’s behind-the-scenes involvement in keeping the boat wash running 
smoothly. Each spring he gets the well, hot water tank, propane and both of the power washers prepared 
for the summer. And in the fall he reverses the whole process to ensure that all are properly shut down 
and winterized. During the winter he does maintenance 
on all the equipment and stores it at his home. Over the 
course of the summer he changes filters and checks on the 
equipment and staff almost daily. When something breaks 
he fixes it that day, often at his own expense. 
Bruce also helps out setting up for kayak washing at the M22 
Challenge and assists with the washing activities. Sallyanne 
Morris, the Boat Wash Senior Manager, recalls a time when 
the power washer failed during the kayak washing the night 
before the M22 event. Bruce immediately purchased a new 
power washer, delivered it and had it operation all within 45 
minutes. He takes the mission of protecting our lakes very 
seriously and solves problems at the boat wash immediately. 
And for each of the National Butterfly regattas he volunteers 
his driveway as the boat wash station.

The GLA board is pleased to honor Bruce – Thank you, Bruce, for all you do.
A plaque listing the Honorary Members is located in the Glen Arbor Township Conference Room. Bruce 
joins the following past members as an Honorary Member: Sarah Litch, William F. Downey, Sarah D. 
Johnson, William H. Peppler, and Nan V. Martin

  Bruce Lichliter Named GLA Honorary Member
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The past year brought numerous changes to the Glen Lake Association as it increased not only its 
watershed protection initiatives, but expanded its staffing to handle the growth spurt. 
This fall, the GLA Board of Directors approved expanding the responsibilities of Tricia Denton, the 
current GLA Guardian Ambassador, and increasing the hours for Office Administrator and longtime 
Boat Wash Senior Manager, Sallyanne Morris. 
“It’s a positive move to expand the staff’s duties to better manage and oversee important programs, 
active volunteers and increasingly critical watershed initiatives”, said GLA president, David Hayes. 
“Tricia and Sallyanne are proven assets to our organization and we look forward to their added energy 
and enthusiasm in furthering our mission of watershed protection.”
Tricia Denton will continue promoting and educating the membership and community on the successful 
Guardian program and its best management practices to protect our water resources, a position she 
has held since last Spring. Now she will also assist the GLA board and committees with event planning, 
grant writing, communications, volunteer coordinating and community outreach as the new part time 
Administrative Coordinator. 
Sallyanne Morris, long-time GLA Office Administrator will increase her part time hours to handle 
calendar updates, board meeting dates and minutes, updating rosters, submitting forms and generally 
keeping the office well organized. 
Have a question, comment or suggestion for the Glen Lake Association? 
Tricia can be reached by email, glenlakeguardian@gmail.com or at 231-313-0359.  To pay your dues, 
make a donation or for general information, Sallyanne can be reached by email, glenlakeassociation@
gmail.com or call the office and leave a message, 231-334-7645.

Sallyanne Tricia

Exciting news for the Watershed: 
GLA Expands Duties for Staff
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  2018 Glen Lake Association Donor Listing

GLA Patrons ($50,000 or 
more Lifetime Giving)
Anonymous
*Chormann, Richard  
 and Carolyn
Gosiger Foundation
*Hoagland, John 
and Carolyn
Knight, Joanne
*Schilling, Richard  
 and Barbara
*Sprouse, Joanne

2018 Total Giving 
(Dues and Donations, 
$250 or more)

$10,000 and above
Andrews, Charles and Judy 
and Tuktawa Foundation
*Lanphier, Edward  
 and Cameron
Robert J. Trulaske 
Family Foundation
*Schilling, Richard 
and Barbara

$5000 - $9999
*Felicia and Robert Bloom 
Charitable Foundation
Glen Arbor Township
*Lanphier, Rob and 
Linda & Grey Gables

$1000 - $4999
*Alton, Bruce and Christie
*Beam, Jack and Renee
*Berlacher, Bob and Julie
*Besio, Greg and Sue
Campbell, Brian and Mary
Cherry Republic, Inc.
*Chormann, Richard  
 and Carolyn
Cook, Nancy and Cook 
Family Foundation
Dean, William and Doreen
Duff, Jim and Beverly
*Dumas, Tom and Darla
Dutmers, Jim and Susan
*Dutmers, Tom and Monica
*Dykstra, Jim and Ann

Empire Township
Fishman, Ken and Kris
Gillula, Bill and Pat
Gordon, Dan and Magee
Hamilton, Jeff and Diane
*Hayes, David
*Herr, David and Maureen
Joutras, Rick and Meta
*Karner, Robert and Barbara
Kasson Township
Knight, Lester and Becky
*Lanphier, Jonathan 
and Laura
*Lichliter, Bruce and Anne
*Lyman, Michael and Lori
Mariel Foundation
McShane, Steve and Kathy
*Meserve, Bill and Susanne
Miller, Andrew and Janet
Miller, Pat and Deb
*Ofenloch, Charles and Sara
Oliver, Jim and Diane
*Pierce, Denis and Martha
Reimink, Ron and Linda 
*and Freshwater Solutions
*Rose, Marcia
Sheppard, Rick and Julie
Shook, James
Skogsbergh, Jim and Diana
*Sprouse, Joanne
*Stege, Bill and Cherrie
Stevenson, James 
and Linda
*Theiss, Vik and Susan
Trulaske, Sarah
*Unger, Timothy and Susan
*Westbay, Tim and Jacki
*Witler, Bill and Rita

Zukin, Chris and Judy

$500-$999
Beauregard, Mike and Molly
*Bohmer, Dave and Lynn
*Boles, Bob and T

Brady, Donald and 
Geraldine
*Cassard, Dave and Cara
Cheney, David and Judy
Cold well Banker 
Schmidt Realtors
Coleman, Carl
Coleman, Dave and Marilyn
Czerniawski, Ben and Kathy
*Davey, John and Ann
Davis, David and Tracy
Dean, Diane
*Dean, Jeanine
DeRosa, G. Paul 
and MaryAnn
Doepke, William and 
Windward Family 
Cottage, LLC
*Doran, Maureen
*Dorsey’s on Glen Lake
Doyle, James and Sharon
Duff, Mark and Kristin
Dutmers, Chad and Macaire
Dutmers, Tim and Jen
Fernandez, Lauren 
and Sally Parks
Fetzer, Bev and Wade
*Finnegan, Paul and Mary
Fornowski, Ronald 
and Charlotte
Frank, Edmund and 
Eustacia & Valerie Frank
Glen Lake Property
Good, Martin
*Gordon, David 
and Penelope
Hagerty Cottage
Hanson, David L.
*Hoagland, John and Shirley
Housman, Fran
Howes, Paul 
Hurbis, Charles and Irene
Johnson, Gary and Christine
Kasper, Alan and Teri
*Kettering, Susan
Klingaman, Marilyn

Kryder, Stan and Joy
*Lawton Gallagher
Leahy, Timothy 
and Margaret
*Magoun, Anne and 
Bruce Borchardt
*Marquis, Jody and  
 Sally Catinella
McElrath, Randy  
 and Margaret
*Moore, Robert and Annabel
NAAD Properties, LLC
Nichols, Ronald and Elayne
*Nugent, George 
and Marilyn
*Oleson, Carl and Jackie
O’Malley, Anne and Dick
*Quarderer, George 
and Carol
Ransick, Barry and Mimi
Riegel, Al and Kay
*Rotary Charities of 
Traverse City
Shook, James and Ruthie
*Silvasi, Daniel and Linda
*Spaeth, Jeffrey and Janet
Tubergen, Jerry and Marcy
Ware, Donald and Susan
White Family Partnership
Wiater, Michael and April
Wiater, Patrick and Ashleigh
Wiegand, Bruce  
 and Beth
Windemuller, Mark 
and Carol
Worsley, Carol

$250-$499
Andersen, Richard 
and Holly
Anderson, Peter
Art’s Tavern
*Bahr, David and Kassandra
Baldwin, David and Dawn
Barnell, Chuck and Kay
Barry, Patrick and Cheryl
*Baxter, Bill and Gwen

We at the Glen Lake Association greatly value all contributions from our members, non-members, 
and other organizations. The list that follows begins with all contributions and membership dues 
of $250 and above because $250 is the level per member that supports our annual operations.
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*Becker, Denny and Carole
*Becker, Jim and Lynn
Becky Thatcher Designs
blu
*Braly, Barbara
Call, Patrick and Pamela
Clark, Stephanie
*Cochran, Corinne
Connelly, W.C.
Conroy, Jerry and Kathy
Conzelman, James   
     and Patricia
Craig, Rich and Robin
Creten, Ron and Peggy
Crystal River Outfitters
CUPA
Cutler, Barry and Renie
*Davis, Rodger
*DeConinck, Timothy   
     and Biruta
DeFaria, Carl and Polly
*DeJager, Dale and Meg
DeKorne, Dale and Jane
*DePuy, John and Pam
Devette, Tom and Devette & 
Ford Insurance Agency, Inc.
Diggins, John and Karen
Drake, Tom and Carolee
Drumm, Charles   
     and Catherine
Dunn, Edwin and Kathleen
*DuPont, Andy and Olivia
Faulman, Lawrence   
     and Nancy
Finke, Ruth Lovingood
*Flynn, Brian and Sara
*Freeman, Judy and Jim
Funistrada
Garrison, Matt and Lindsay
Geisler, David and Sharon
*Gergosian, Edward & 
Susan Hoekenga
Glen Craft Marina   
     & Resort Inc.
Glen Lake Marine
Good Harbor Grill
*Goris, Greg and Cindy
*Gravelie, Scott and Ellen
*Gross, Raymond and Lynn
Grover, Jeff and Lori
Gula, Robert and Constance

*Haley, Susan and Haley 
Family Partnership Trust
Hanselmann, Mary Nina
*Haughn, David and Susan
Hawley, Robert and Joan
Hilst, Sandra
Humphreys, Sharon
*Jeris, David and Laurel
Johnson, George and Gail
Johnson, Jeff
*Johnson, Richard 
Kasperek, Mike 
and Mary      
*Kay, Dick and Bonnie
Kelley, Dean
*Killen, Cal and Nancy
*Kramps, Joan
*Krawczak, Larry and Anne
Lada, Joseph and   
     Gary Cozette
Laverty, Robert and Suzanne
*Leelanau Getaway - Tricia Denton
*Leelanau Vacation Rentals
Leiser, David and Dawn
*Litch, Mike
Lott, Bill and Karen
Lysaght, Leon and Pamela
Mallon, Meg
*Manders, Mark and Karen
Martlew, Jeff and Ginny
*McArthur, Brad and Leah
*Meyer, Rob and Judy
*Meyers, Ann
Miles, Eric and Kim
*Miller, Keith and Elaine
*Miller, Larry and Melisa
Molten, Donald and Patty
*Morawski, Jerry and Debbie
Morley, Dave and Cheryl 
*Morley, Jay and Mary
Moroz, Dennis and Linda
Mortimer-Forbes, Mary
Murphy, Edward
Murray, Doris
Northwood GL LLC
Northwoods Hardware
Novak, Bob and Mary Jane
Ofenloch, John and Tiffany
*Peirce, Victor and Bette

*Pentilla, Roy and Elaine
*Peplinski, Neil and Heather
Peppler, John
*Peterson, Jerry and Mary
Petro, George and Leslie
*Polman, Paul and Kim
*Potter, Randy and Sheila
Powell, Nick
Przecop, Jerome and Laura
Reid, Douglas and Beth
Rivard, Kurt and Sally
Rivard, Michael and Anne
Rockwood, Bill and Donna
Rockwood, Daniel   
     and Jennifer
*Rockwood, John and Ginny
Rogers, Patricia & Michael Ouzounian
Siepker, Frank and Barbara
Smith, Alton and Kathy
Smith, Louis and Karen
*Smith, Pat
St. Julian, Joe and Jennifer
Stenback Builders, Inc.
*Stewart, John
Stoessel, Bob and Jean
Stryker, Harry and Faith
Suciu, James
Tamarck RE, LLC
Tefft, William
Van Zoeren, Tom and Alice
Wagner, Peter and Diana
*Wallace, Charlie and Carolyn
Walton, John
*Watson, Doug and Jackie
Weisenfels, John
Whipple, Ken and Kimberly
Whiteside, Nate and Mary
*Wille, Tom and Sally
Williams, Thomas and Sarah
Yaeger, Douglas and Lynn

* indicates these 
individuals, businesses and 
organizations have also 
made the commitment to 
be Glen Lake Guardians!
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In Honor of Denis 
and Martha Pierce
Hanson, Tom and Nancy

Dr. Richard Schilling 
Memorial
Bloom, Robert and Felicia

Dutmers, Jim and Susan

Dutmers, Tom and Monica

Elva Witler Memorial
Bloom, Robert and Felicia

Chormann, Richard 
and Carolyn

Creed, Bennett

Dutmers, Jim and Susan

Dutmers, Tom and Monica

Hoehn, Katy

Johnson, Robert and Susan

Jones, Thomas and Carey

Lichliter, Bruce and Anne

Peppler, Linda

Rose, Marcia

Sprouse, Joanne

Weisenfels, John

Witler, Bill and Rita

Yaeger, Douglas and Lynn

Jamie Haley Memorial
Dean, Jeanine

Dutmers, Jim and Susan

Dutmers, Tom and Monica

Krawczak, Larry and Anne

Magoun, Anne/ 
Bruce Borchardt

Peppler, Linda

Judith and Sally Jo 
Coleman Memorial

Coleman, Carl 

Judy Coleman Memorial

Coleman, Dave and Marilyn

Mike DePuy Memorial

Stevenson, James 
and Linda

Patricia Dutmers Memorial

Dutmers, Tom and Monica

Thomas A. Klingaman 
Memorial

Klingaman, Marilyn

Tom and Estella 
Kus Memorial

MacKenzie, Rob and Maria

Tom and Ginny 
Thomasma Memorial

Combs, Guy and Pat

Glen Lake Association Legends are those who have indicated their intent to leave a partial 
remainder interest in their estate plan to the permanent Endowment Fund of the Association. 
Persons interested in becoming a Legend should contact Lori Lyman Chair 
of the Development Committee, at llyman@me.com.

Bruce and Christie Alton

Peter Anderson

Sumner and Irene Bagby

Patrick and Cheryl Barry

Denny and Carole Becker

Bob and Julie Berlacher, 

Robert and Felicia Bloom

Bob and T Boles

Dave and Cara Cassard

Richard and Carolyn Chormann

Carl and Polly DeFaria

James and Sharon Doyle

Tom and Monica Dutmers

Jim and Susan Dutmers

Jeff and Diane Hamilton

David Hayes

David and Maureen Herr

John and Carolyn Hoagland

Gary and Christine Johnson

Robert and Barbara Karner

Marilyn Klingaman

Joan Kramps

Joe and Sue Lake

Edward and Cameron Lanphier

Michael and Lori Lyman

Bill and Susanne Meserve

Charles and Sara Ofenloch

Carl and Jackie Oleson

John Peppler

Denis and Martha Pierce

John and Ginny Rockwood

Richard and Barbara Schilling

Timothy and Susan Unger

Bill and Rita Witler

  2018 Honorariums and Memoriams

  2018 Glen Lake Association Legends
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Business Basic, 6

Business Plus, 15

Basic, 147

Contributor, 191

Sustaining, 158

Silver, 35
Gold,

, 34

Platinum, 6
Lifetime, 1

Association Members, 593 Total as of 1/23/2019

34

 Membership

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OFFICERS
David Hayes President
Edward Lanphier Vice President
Lori Lyman Secretary
David Herr Treasurer

DIRECTORS 
Corinne Cochran  Cal Killen
Dale DeJager  Bill Meserve
Tom Dutmers  Vic Peirce
Ranae Ihme Bill Witler

STAFF   
Rob Karner Watershed Biologist
Sallyanne Morris Office Administrator/
 Senior Boat Wash Manager
Tricia Denton Administrative Coordinator/
 Guardian Ambassador

COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Communications Vic Peirce
Community Relations Bill Witler
Development Lori Lyman
Finance & Investment David Herr
Guardian Program Corinne Cochran
 Lori Lyman
Historian Joan Kramps
Long Range Planning Jim Dutmers
Membership & Records Corinne Cochran
 Dale DeJager
 Tom Dutmers
Nominating Peter Anderson
Technology Cal Killen
Water Level Bill Meserve
Water Quality Andy DuPont

GLEN LAKE ASSOCIATION OFFICE   GLEN LAKE ASSOCIATION WEB SITE   
P.O. Box 551    •  www.glenlakeassociation.org
Glen Arbor, MI 49636 231-334-7645   •  email: glenlakeassociation@gmail.com 
 Fax 231-334-7470     

The Glen Lake Association Membership directory 
is online and can be accessed only by active 
members. To use the directory, click on “View 
Member Directory” under the “Member Login” 
tab on our website (www.glenlakeassociation.
org) and then login with the email address you 
have on file with the GLA. (If you’ve not given 
us your email address please do so by emailing 
us at glenlakeassociation@gmail.com.) You can 
then search by name or simply view the list of 
active members. Did you know that you can 
also control what data about yourself is visible 
to others via the directory? You can do so by 
navigating to the “Manage Profile” page and 
then clicking on the “Privacy” link. You can also 
see a history of your invoices, payments and 
donations on the “Manage Profile” page.  While 
we are not printing a booklet form of the directory 
this year, we can, upon request, make available 
to you a printed version on 8.5 x 11 paper.

If you receive this newsletter in the US Mail, the mailing label indicates when your 
membership expires. Membership in the Glen Lake Association is on a calendar 

year basis. While dues must be paid by the date of the annual meeting for eligible 
members to vote, the GLA encourages payment early in the year and sends an email 

reminder to members in February if they have not yet paid for the current year. 

If you’ve not yet done so, now is the time to renew. You may renew your 
membership online (under the “Manage Profile” menu item on our website) or 

by mailing a check to the office: PO Box 551, Glen Arbor, MI 49636.

Your GLA Board and Committee Chairs
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Don’t forget to sign up for 
2019 Discovery Boat cruises.


